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students read. In 1935 the following numbers of books
had been issued: 960 'Poems of Pushkin', 950 Tales by
Tolstoy', 950 'the Stories of Jules Verne5, 815 novels and
plays by Gorki, 700 Swift (Gulliver's Travels), 600 Kipling
(the Jungle Book), 450 different fiction by Jack London.
The students I interviewed in some of the colleges actually
in the North were much less advanced in their knowledge
of Soviet theories and the world in general. One boy at the
native school of Igarka—his age was twenty-three—could
show me America, England, France on a map when I
asked him where these countries were. Yet about life there
he could say little more than: 'They are all very unhappy.
They have still got capitalism. And their workers and
peasants have to work for people who are as cruel and bad
to them as our rich reindeer owner was to my father and
mother before the revolution.'
Great efforts are made to stimulate artistic activity
among the Northern races. The Institute in Leningrad
has produced some theatrical plays, written and acted by
students, depicting scenes from their national life.
Uspicnski, a famous painter in the Soviet Union, has
arranged classes in graphic art and sculpture for them and
achieved results some of which I saw and which were
really astounding in their originality and genuineness of
subjects and treatment. Of their literature I have taken
some examples home with me. Here they are:
TUNGUS RIDDLES
 1.	An old woman stands, holding up the sky.   (Smoke.)
 2.	I go and go, but leave no trace; I cut and cut, but shed no
blood.    (A boat floating on the water.)
 3.	An elk walking in a birch grove.   (The tongue and teeth.)
 4.	Five peasants in one hut.    (A glove.)
 5.	One peasant, walking, has dropped a lasso.    (The road.)
 6.	Two brothers cannot see each other.   (The eyes.)
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